PSYCHOLOGY 194 - ADVANCED RESEARCH IN SPECIAL PROJECTS

RESEARCH PROJECT TITLE______________________________________________________

FACULTY RESEARCH SUPERVISOR ____________________________________________ Phone (831) 459-2535 Office SS2, Rm 263

Email Contact Graduate Research Assit: _________________________________________

GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT ____________________________________________ Phone (619)723-3689 Office SS2 Rm 201

Email svaccari@ucsc.edu

Brief description of Research Project:
Cultivamos Excelencia is one of the Hispanic Serving Institution initiatives at UCSC that collaborates with San Jose City College. We are interested in elements of a community culture that is receptive of trans...

Major Responsibilities of Undergraduate Research Assistant:
Attend weekly meetings to be trained on qualitative analyses. Tasks include: Transcription of interview data, Review of key literature, development of codebook, code interviews, write up analysis, and etc.

Prerequisites and Qualifications:
Must be able to discuss/learn about topics that are relevant to under-represented students (e.g. students of color, non-traditional students, first-generation college students)

It is recommended that students interested in this position have strong reading / writing skills and hav...

Expected length of student commitment: Fall □ Winter ☑ Spring ☑ Summer □ (If student does not fulfill this commitment, it can be reflected in their narrative evaluation.)

Estimated number of hours per week: with Faculty Research Supervisor 1
with Graduate Research Asst 3
(if applicable)
Independently on project 11

Written report will be required: ☑YES ☐NO Reading List will be assigned: ☑YES ☐NO

Type of Academic Credit Available:
Advanced Developmental Research...Psychology 194A □
Advanced Cognitive Research.........Psychology 194B □
Advanced Social Research.............Psychology 194C ☑

Number of Undergraduate Research Assistants needed for this project each quarter:    ________

Posting Date: __________ revised 2.11